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Abstract: Annotation tools are an essential component in the creation of datasets for machine learning purposes. Annotation tools have evolved greatly since the turn of the century, and now commonly include collaborative features to divide labor efficiently, as well as automation employed to amplify human efforts. Recent developments in machine learning models, such as Transformers, allow for training upon very large and sophisticated multimodal datasets and enable generalization across domains of knowledge. These models also herald an increasing emphasis on prompt engineering to provide qualitative fine-tuning upon the model itself, adding a novel emerging layer of direct machine learning annotation. These capabilities enable machine intelligence to recognize, predict, and emulate human behavior with much greater accuracy and nuance, a noted shortfall of which have contributed to algorithmic injustice in previous techniques. However, the scale and complexity of training data required for multimodal models presents engineering challenges. Best practices for conducting annotation for large multimodal models in the most safe and ethical, yet efficient, manner have not been established. This paper presents a systematic literature review of crowd and machine learning augmented behavioral annotation methods to distill practices that may have value in multimodal implementations, cross-correlated across disciplines. Research questions were defined to provide an overview of the evolution of augmented behavioral annotation tools in the past, in relation to the present state of the art. (Contains five figures and four tables).
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1. Introduction

Machine intelligence and data science technologies have a major impact on the global economy [1,2] and are becoming increasingly common in their deployment [3]. However, constructing datasets to train them is time-consuming, expensive, and sometimes unrewarded [4,5]. A quality dataset can provide huge public benefit and underpin thousands of algorithms, as well as benchmark performance [6]. Machine Learning (ML) processes requires data to train on [7], and testing/validation requires 20–30% of the original dataset to be reserved [8], with a greater proportion retained for sets with fewer examples. Data must be representative, with few errors/lacunae, and reviewed to control for biases [9]. Error rates of up to 6% have been identified [10], embedding errors/biases within models derived from such data, and making benchmarking processes more challenging due to inherent error. Many algorithms were developed many years before they were practically deployable, due to a paucity of training data [11,12]. Many of the recent models appear to be constrained by data size and nuance [13]. Improved annotation techniques would be a beneficial response to a growing requirement to generate larger, richer multimodal datasets more easily.

Another issue is the human-AI alignment and safety necessary to deploy increasingly complex and emergence-prone models in practical daily life. Any algorithm for aligning machine intelligence with human behavior is likely to face serious training data problems.
More advanced techniques will need to be developed for teaching machines to recognize social behavior, such as norms in various complex contexts [14].

Annotation tools are an important element in specifying and collating datasets. They enable workers (often referred to as ‘annotators’ or ‘coders’) to highlight a salient example, and to specify its character or parameters. Attempting to analyze an event in rich detail requires multimodal streams, coded across multiple passes, each looking at a different attribute (or a subset thereof). A cross-correlation of modalities enables a depth of sophistication in outputs not otherwise possible [15].

Moravec’s Paradox [16] observes that many tasks that a young human child finds trivial remain challenging for machine intelligence. Recognizing behavioral patterns accurately could improve socialization of models. It could also reduce misapprehension of human intent, enabling more fair and accurate content moderation. Models that can translate between 200 languages suggest intercultural competence could manifest as a feature in machine intelligence [17]. It may even be feasible to train cultural knowledge through observation without prior examples [18]. Greater creativity can be unlocked through Human-AI teaming, whereby human and machine cognition are entwined in an ensemble. However, creativity may also be reduced if one party becomes overly reliant on the other [19].

Since the advent of a new generation of deep machine learning techniques around 2010, many new economic, social, and research innovations have become feasible [20–22]. A further wave of prompt-driven technologies are providing an important subset of deep learning techniques with revolutionary flexibility and ease-of-use. A seminal paper by Vaswani et al. in 2017, “Attention Is All You Need” introduced a promising new attention-based machine learning architecture for natural diverse language processing tasks, the Transformer. All the models in this family share a property of in-context learning, providing them with the ability to learn a new task from brief demonstrations (prompts), without requiring any parameter updates. This attribute provides tremendous flexibility, as well as an unprecedented capability for abstraction generalizability. Another notable aspect of these models is their prodigious size, along with the discovery that scaling in parameters, tokens, and datasets is enough to enable startling new capabilities [23].

Some researchers took to describing this new wave of multimodal techniques as ‘Foundation Models’, more of a genericized name which can include all Large Language Models, Transformers, and Diffusion Models [24]. This launched a new wave of interest and excitement around an emerging new class of large (multi-billion parameter) multimodal models, as well as a requirement for multimodal dataset ensembles to power them [25].

This requirement for multimodal data presents a major challenge, but the prompt-driven capabilities also present a massive opportunity to create powerful new annotations tools that require minimal human oversight.

**Review Justification**

These new models are multimodal in nature, able to ingest and draw inference from many modes of data. To make full use of these models will require massive further amounts of annotation. To address this gap, it is essential to streamline the process of annotation to be as simple, accessible, efficient, and inclusive as possible, to provide amelioration for these challenges. The aforementioned innovative models and data augmentation are crucially pertinent towards annotation technology, as these techniques unlock substantial new capabilities not otherwise feasible. They also have relevance to the application of annotation processes towards the creation of multimodal datasets, which are particularly suitable for usage by such models. Data augmentation techniques can also assist with generating new multimodal nuanced layers within existing datasets, reducing the need for annotation in certain contexts and enabling resources to be applied elsewhere, particularly towards challenging edge cases where there is a risk of overfitting to overly salient data. The potential emerging applications of these models are very important to any researchers who attempt to make sense of behavior, and who work with multimodal data, which are both large and rapidly increasing topics within AI research.
Given the importance of powerful new datasets for machine learning, the challenges specific to the annotation of behavior, and the rapid advances in this space, a review of the literature appears warranted, and likely to provide insight for future research efforts in this space. There is also likely to be severe disruption to the space of annotation in general, and especially complex target domains such as behavior, and the values that may be encoded within it. Improved annotation eases the creation of Foundation Models, and such models assuredly provide opportunities to improve annotation in turn. The central descriptive research question is: “Which state of the art Foundation Model developments are likely to heavily impact the domain of behavioral annotation, and vice-versa?”

Our systematic literature review answers the research questions by cataloguing the state-of-the-art in the annotation of behavior as it applies to the creation of datasets, identifying gaps in knowledge, and experimenting with new techniques to ascertain their viability. Our study contributes to the Artificial Intelligence literature by distilling very complicated and rapid developments into a digest and outlining their transferable impact into the annotation domain. The final section presents the identified research gaps and an expected roadmap for the future of annotation supported by these innovation Foundation Model techniques.

This review provides insights on how various best practices have evolved, identifies gaps in the present knowledge, and provides insight into future research opportunities. This paper contributes to the literature by providing a summary of research to date since the turn of the century. An overview of the main approaches, strengths, weaknesses, applications, and approaches in the domain of augmented behavioral annotation is presented, followed by a research gap analysis and roadmap for future development.

The contributions of this paper include:

1. The use of a robust research methodology to identify, collate, and analyze papers that provide insights on technologies applicable to behavioral annotation processes (Section 2)
2. A classification and discussion of studies that evaluate educational aspects of such behavioral annotation systems (Section 3)
3. A digest of the major developments, and the expected future path of this research domain (Section 4)

The knowledge gained will inform a theory of an evolution of annotation since the turn of the millennium as it relates to augmented methods for the construction of actionable machine learning datasets.

The remainder of this paper has been structured to sample and highlight the extant literature in a systematic manner. Section 2 provides a description, the methodology, and the research questions. Section 3 collates answers for the seven research questions, and Sections 4 and 5 provide an overview of expected development in the space based upon emerging trends.

2. Methods and Literature Review

This section describes the research questions answered in this study, the research databases used and why, and the Selection Criteria applied to identified papers of interest for inclusion in this review. This body of research undertook a Systematic Literature Review process to understand the past, present, and potential future of the domain of annotation. Insights are thereby gained as to the respective challenges and opportunities presented by multimodal abstraction machine learning models, with a view to establishing foundational research for future researchers to build upon. Particular focus has been afforded to recent papers featuring the latest innovations.

A systematic review is a type of research assessment that involves collecting the literature related to the topic, finding out what has been reported in the past and then subjecting that information to analysis [26,27]. It also includes results from other similar studies. This process guides one’s own research, based upon comparison and contrast
with prior examples, thereby gathering sufficient information to distil judgements about the topic.

The domain of crowdsourced datasets and their annotation is complex, with multivariate methods and techniques, data formats, design purposes, and applications. A traditional literature review does not seem likely to sufficiently collect the necessary nuances. Moreover, differences in nomenclature may accidentally exclude relevant results if performed in an ad hoc manner according to availability and salience according to search algorithms. A systematic review by contrast retains flexibility in handling qualitative, quantitative data, and/or mixed methods.

Systematic reviews are increasingly considered as the ‘Gold Standard’ in review processes [27]. The process requires extensive searches, even for data or examples that have yet to be formally published. The potential for bias from inclusion criteria, or during the presentation of results, is also analyzed and mitigated. The process is designed to remain scrupulously impartial, with the utmost transparency and precision, carefully noting any limitations and thereby preserving the potential for harmonious replicability.

Finally, such methods also facilitate the making of recommendations for future research, through identifying gaps in knowledge, to a degree that may be more insightful than traditional methods. Such insights can inform and strengthen the aims of this research, ensuring that the research is of greatest value and impact, and influencing future research pathways in beneficial ways. For these reasons, the authors have elected to perform a systematic review of prior art and literature to better ensure a robust and representative study, following the protocol outlined by Wohlin et al. in Experimentation in Software Engineering [28]. Various other papers have inspired the design of this review process through their positive examples [29–33].

Sources may be challenging to assess in the realm of software, which have fewer protocols than the domain of medicine where systematic reviews originated. Established quality criteria therefore do not align easily [34]. The goal of evidence-based software engineering (EBSE) is summarized by Kitchenham et al. as being: “to provide the means by which current best evidence from research can be integrated with practical experience and human values in the decision-making process regarding the development and maintenance of software” [35,36]. These techniques have provided a framework to support the integrity of this research, as well as to help validate whether elements within the systematic literature review are sufficiently robust and appropriate for inclusion.

2.1. Research Questions

The main aim of this research is to address what major innovations and best practices have arisen in the space of annotation of behavior. The overall question is: “What elements are preferable in the process of collecting and annotating information relating to behavior.” This been decomposed in Table 1 into the following queries:

Table 1. Research Questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RQ1</th>
<th>What methodologies and frameworks can facilitate annotation, especially those with a multimodal nature?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RQ2</td>
<td>How to encode data in formats which facilitate safe and ethical interchange, as well as the coding of expansive and representative modalities/categorizations?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ3</td>
<td>How to streamline the user experience to reduce cognitive load and training requirements?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ4</td>
<td>How to augment user contributions to increase their impact?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ5</td>
<td>How to validate coded information as being reasonable and appropriate?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ6</td>
<td>How to pre-process data or to permit pre-annotation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ7</td>
<td>How can Transformer-type technologies be applied to annotation?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These questions are answered in Section 3.

2.2. Inclusion Criteria

A large body of literature focusing on online social annotation tools was gathered and reviewed, with sampling according to specified keywords. The following online journal research databases were employed for the literature search: Scopus, IEEE Xplore, Science Direct, and WorldCat. Table 2 outlines these, with the URLs as accessed on the 1 June 2022. These databases were selected because we identified them as being leading repositories for papers related to machine learning and annotation from their prominence in background research. ArXiv is a prepublication archive, which is heavily utilized by AI researchers because of the speed of development in the space and relative ease of replication merits rapid pre-publication.

Table 2. Research Databases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RD1</th>
<th>Scopus</th>
<th><a href="http://www.scopus.com">www.scopus.com</a></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RD2</td>
<td>IEEE Xplore</td>
<td>ieeexplore.ieee.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD3</td>
<td>Science Direct</td>
<td><a href="http://www.sciencedirect.com">www.sciencedirect.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD4</td>
<td>Elicit</td>
<td><a href="http://www.elicit.org">www.elicit.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD5</td>
<td>WorldCat</td>
<td><a href="http://www.worldcat.org">www.worldcat.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD6</td>
<td>Google Scholar</td>
<td>scholar.google.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD7</td>
<td>ArXiv</td>
<td><a href="http://www.arxiv.org">www.arxiv.org</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, Google Scholar was also applied to search for and acquire specific references which had been located via abductive analysis. Elicit was also employed to search for any papers which may have been otherwise overlooked because of a reliance purely upon keywords without any contextual understanding of the intent of the search, as well as to pinpoint DOI references to the original paper publication which may otherwise have been unclear in some cases.

The focus of the search was to gather full-text articles presenting empirical studies whereby annotation tools and methodologies were employed to derive data about behavior. The subject was typically human beings, but in some cases, subjects such as rodents have been included as the research was deemed adequately transferrable to the human domain. It was desirable to include a broad range of studies across a long period to observe a variety of developments over time, some of which may retain value even despite technological advancement. A review was undertaken in concordance with the Systematic Review Process Protocols as described by Wohlin et al. [37] and outlined in Table 3. The PRISMA guidelines and checklist were also applied to ensure the robustness of this study [38].

Table 3. Systematic Literature Review Selection Criteria.

The study employed tools for annotating behavior that embodied the following keywords: (a) annotation and (b) behaviors.

The study examined included either (c) a collaborative analysis mechanism, or (d) an element of automation, both elements providing a means of amplifying.

The study reported the research methods applied (i.e., the type data being generated, the technologies employed, the intended use case, the general research design).

The research presented in one study did not overlap with research from another study. In such cases, a note was taken of the original research, but reporting focused on the lattermost results.

The study was written during or after the year 2000.

The article was written in English, or a professional translation was readily available.
The search was conducted using precise Boolean search terms, specifically ANNOTATION AND BEHAVIOR, with variation to account for differences in spelling between American and British styles of English. The search was limited to papers from the year 2000 onwards, which is broadly in concordance with the advent of XML and collaborative annotation methods.

As outlined in Figure 1, from 774 collected articles, 348 studies met the inclusion criteria for this systematic literature review. An additional 48 studies were selected for analysis from abductive sources. Among the included studies were 307 experimental or quasi-experimental studies and 41 evaluation/survey studies.

![Figure 1. A flowchart describing the PRISMA Systematic Review Process applied in this research.](image)

The review analyzed peer-reviewed studies featuring behavioral annotation to discern methods by which the augmentation process may be augmented. Such methods include machine vision techniques to facilitate the segmentation of actors, social collaboration techniques to enable division of labor and peer review for accuracy, and machine learning techniques, which attempt to categorize (and locate) content in more efficient ways. Through the analysis of 348 identified studies, it was possible to examine various techniques, along with their efficacy and relative strengths.

### 3. Techniques of Augmented Behavioral Annotation

The techniques reviewed offer several new possibilities for improving the efficiency and capability of annotation processes. This section will address the specified Research Questions in turn, synthesizing responses from the observed literature.

#### 3.1. RQ1—What Methodologies and Frameworks Can Facilitate Annotation, Especially Those with a Multimodal Nature?

There are several different techniques that can facilitate annotation processes, and which have distinct applications in multimodal contexts. STEGO is a novel algorithm for automatically labeling image data, using Transformers to detect, segment, and label objects without human input [39]. Cross-Modal Discrete Representation Learning systems can identify actions in video clips without human help [40], whereas UViM can be trained for complex annotations without architectural changes [41]. Biological modelling research suggests the best-performing models of the visual cortex can encode high-dimensional manifolds [42]. Qin et al., 2022, propose a hierarchical video decomposition technique with transformative representations to segment complex layers, such as dynamic backgrounds and overlapping heterogeneous environments, applicable to domains beyond the X-ray coronary angiography featured [43].
The VITO system employs a contrastive learning network to distill knowledge from videos to image representations, thereby improving self-supervised learning mechanisms [44]. ODIN, introduced in 2022, couples object discovery and representation networks in an ensemble to generate image segmentations without supervision, achieving state-of-the-art results [45]. PALI, a jointly scaled multimodal and multilingual language-image model, outperforms prior larger models on several Visual Question Answering and image-captaining tasks [46, 47]. Omnivore can recognize 3D models and videos without degrading performance on modality-specific tasks, even though it was trained on images only [48].

Augmented annotation mechanisms are now being applied to neural networks, such as MILAN, which can automatically label the behavioral roles of individual neurons [49]. This may present an important path for reverse engineering black box models, as well as auditing them for potential disproportional or undesirable biases. data2vec [50] presents self-supervised learning techniques for multimodal data, predicting latent representations of the full input based on a masked view in a self-distillation setup using a Transformer architecture. Experiments on major benchmarks of speech recognition, image classification, and natural language understanding demonstrate strong performance, with new state-of-the-art or competitive results to predominant approaches.

Techniques such as syncretization (Meng et al., 2021) and label smoothing (Whitfield, 2021) can amplify datasets and assist models in understanding situations with no direct example. Unidirectional Pretrained Language Models (PLMs) can generate prompt-guided, class-conditioned texts for fine-tuning bidirectional PLMs [51]. GPT-2 can generate synthetic data to improve NLP models, with mixed organic and synthetic data outperforming the organic model [52]. Jump-Start Reinforcement Learning provides a framework for improving an agent’s behavior via a meta-algorithm that uses offline data, demonstrations, or a pre-existing policy to initialize a RL policy [53]. Multimodal ML models enable feedback based on prompts, which may be highly abstract, such as ‘be more formal’ or ‘be less cautious’. These scenarios can be translated into images, animations, or 3D environments to aid accessibility, understanding, and engagement [54].

These techniques may provide fine-tuning of examples, as representative examples of personal values may not be accessible. This also allows for a larger cohort of annotators to participate, as the barrier to entry is lower and less time is required, as a simple written or voice interface is sufficient to specify values. Combined results can then be used to fine-tune based upon personal responses, and those of people with similar values [55]. OpenAI’s roadmap for AI value alignment begins with systems that learn from human feedback, and also applies AI itself to help humans to provide better feedback [56]. Ouyang et al., 2022, present mechanisms for language models to be influenced by human feedback to improve corrigibility [57]. Meta AI research has demonstrated a model capable of learning from speech, vision, and text without labeled training data, hinting at the possibility of machine learning systems understanding the world as humans do via direct experience [58]. Self-supervised techniques such as data2vec enable data amplification through a multimodal framework, predicting latent representations of data based on interpreting a masked view in its broader context [50], and assisting models in understanding situations for which there is no direct example [52].

Other learning techniques can sidestep the need for annotated labels altogether. CheXzero can analyze chest X-rays and associated medical reports to identify issues such as pneumonia, collapsed lungs, and lesions with accuracy comparable to human radiologists, without explicit labels [59]. The Winoground benchmark further explores image-text pairing, challenging models to match two images and two captions with identical words in different order, with humans scoring 90% and models 15–30% [60]. Shared Interest can showcase the reasoning capabilities of models and help audit, safety, and ethics concerns [61]. End-to-End Referring Video Object Segmentation with Multimodal Transformers demonstrates how segmentation of objects within video can be achieved with a text prompt from an end user, potentially aiding annotation refinements and object recognition, description, and segmentation [62]. Such multimodal technologies can rapidly
prototype systems without requiring a dataset to be compiled beforehand. The methodology described by Plotz et al., 2012, suggests a methodology with potential applications for context across multiple video streams or RGB-D data [63]. DALL-E 2, with its textual modification inpainting and high-resolution (1024 px by 1024px) outputs, is impressive, but further refinement is needed for day-to-day art and design tasks [64–67]. Other image generation services include Midjourney, Craiyon, and StableDiffusion [68–70], as well as Google’s Imagen and Pathways Autoregressive Text-to-Image (Parti) [71,72], which has been extended to video. Imagic, a variant of Imagen, can apply text-guided semantic edits to images, e.g., repositioning a subject [73], whereas GLIDE, a text-conditional image generation diffusion model, features inpainting capabilities and classifier-free guidance, providing qualitatively preferable outputs to those guided by CLIP [54].

Multimodal Conditional Image Synthesis can be achieved using a Product-of-Experts ensemble of Generative Adversarial Networks paired with a multimodal multiscale projection discriminator, which can draw upon any subset of prompt styles, such as a picture, text, segmentation, sketch, or style reference [74]. To ensure corrigibility for real-world applications, the ‘Law of Leaky Abstractions’ must be considered, as it can be difficult to trust sophisticated AI when errors may go unnoticed [75]. Multimodal Sentiment Estimation can help models infer when they may have said or done something undesirable without being told [76]. Habitat-Web enables human-AI collaboration in a virtual space to learn tasks which can be mapped to the real-world [77], whereas Schema Guided Dialog datasets and similar techniques can inform generalization capabilities [78,79].

3.1.1. Segmentation Challenges and Opportunities

Segmentation processes allow data to be isolated within a broader example or set, such as isolating the outline of a person in a picture or tracking them across multiple frames in a video stream. This is an important aspect of performing operations on data, including annotations, as it allows for examples to be specified precisely, without the risk of introducing biases [62,80]. Recent advances in prompt-generation technologies, powered by Transformer models, enable the detection and segmentation of objects and actors through a simple textual (or voice, via speech recognition) input request, making segmentation processes simpler, particularly temporal segmentation across many frames of video. This has implications for data privacy, as it allows researchers to provide anonymity protection mechanisms that allow for the use of a research participant’s attributes (such as behavior) for machine learning purposes without compromising their privacy. This can be achieved by segmenting the actor, applying pose estimation on the behavior of that actor, and transposing it onto a new figure, in an environment generated and based on the characteristics of the original environment using generative design processes [81,82]. Tools such as MTTR (Multimodal Tracking Transformer) can be expected to greatly enhance annotation methodologies by de-skilling annotation and making it massively more efficient [83].

3.1.2. Working with Limited Quantities of Data

Multimodal models can be trained on limited datasets, with recent models using a Transformer encoder for latent representation inference. Combining top-down and bottom-up inference can amplify data, yielding competitive results with fewer parameters [84]. Prefix Tuning and Long Document Summarization with Top-down and Bottom-up Inference are further methods to enhance limited datasets for greater elicitation by models [85].

3.2. RQ2—How to Encode Data in Formats Which Facilitate Safe and Ethical Interchange, as Well as the Coding of Expansive and Representative Modalities/Categorizations?

3.2.1. Annotation Layers

Digital annotations can have an unlimited number of layers, each marking a different aspect of content, e.g., transcribed words with associated definitions or semantic tagging, audio prosody and stress, facial expressions, objects, scenes, etc. Multimodal annotation techniques are needed to accommodate multimodal data streams. Rich annotation of each
data class may enable a more cohesive understanding, especially for multimodal machine learning models [86]. Non-discrete and non-scalar terms, as well as data structures tolerant of non-specificity, are needed to capture temporal and spatial elements. Heatmaps [87,88], Bayesian [89], or Gaussian [90] distributions, Markov chains [91], convolutional models [92], and proportional–integral–derivative control mechanisms [93] are commonly applied. Atomic commits enable multiple people to work on content simultaneously. Coding mechanisms should be flexible to avoid impeding workflow or creating a Paradox of Choice effect [94], such as by excluding options within nested trees or using machine learning-driven prediction models.

3.2.2. Ethical Observations

Techniques that facilitate crowd-driven annotation of content, with significant automation processes, should be subject to stringent ethical oversight to minimize risk and ensure positive outcomes. Contributors should be aware of the purpose of the datasets and the demographics of entries. Transparency must be balanced with strict privacy requirements, as annotations may contain sensitive information. Users must be informed of potential cybersecurity issues and be able to delete their data, if not already distributed. Anonymity should be maintained, aside from necessary demographic factors.

3.2.3. Accessibility, Diversity, and Inclusion

A diverse, varied primary dataset with appropriate inclusion and exclusion criteria is preferable for machine learning use cases, as a diverse range of examples may be a key success factor, particularly when there is a risk of bias or failure in a realistic environment. Therefore, opportunities to select and submit examples that provide a broad picture of reality should be engineered to be as broad as possible. This can be achieved by making annotation technology simple to use and with minimal computing and data resource requirements, such as allowing annotators to extract necessary information remotely from a URL and timestamp for a video, rather than sending complete video files, thereby using far less bandwidth. Additionally, cross-platform Progressive Web Applications can make annotation tools accessible to a larger pool of users, particularly in less developed economies. Language issues can be addressed by using non-culture bound symbols, plain language where possible, and validated machine translation.

3.2.4. Disproportional or Unfair Bias

Bias can be reduced by creating a diverse sample set from multiple geographies and cultures. Statistical analysis can identify areas for improvement or overfitting risk. MIT researchers found 6% and 10% annotation errors in ImageNet and Quickdraw datasets, respectively [10,95]. These errors can lead to overfitting and inaccurate performance metrics. To avoid such issues, data hygiene should be prioritized over scale, and entries should be peer-validated for accuracy. Model Editor Networks using Gradient Decomposition (MEND) can modify large models without retraining, using a low-rank decomposition of the gradient to make a tractable parameterization of the transformation [96]. This is noteworthy as it demonstrates how models may be retrofitted, either as part of a review process for mitigating disproportional bias, or to reorient an existing model towards serving a different purpose.

3.2.5. Common Weight Space Merging

Research suggests Permutation Symmetries may enable radical multimodality of data and model sets [97–99]. Models can be interpolated by finding the permutation of hidden layer weights that reduces the distance between them, with regularization to reduce drift. Merging is feasible several epochs after a phase transition, with wider parameterization multipliers facilitating the process, as described in Figure 2. No pre-training or fine-tuning is necessary, though some data formats or architectures may be more conducive. It remains to be seen how well this works with more than two models, and with Recurrent
Neural Networks, Transformers, and Diffusion models. This technique has implications for efficiency, parallelization of learning, ensemble data flows, and privacy protection through mechanisms such as unlinkable Blind Signatures [100]. However, data protection laws may impede legal deployment of common weight spaces or generalization to a combined dataset until provenance and right-to-deletion challenges are addressed.

Figure 2. Loss barriers as a function of training time for MLPs trained on MNIST (left) and CIFAR-10 (right). Linear mode connectivity challenges reduce after initialization. Loss interpolation plots are inlaid to highlight results in initial and later epochs (the y-axis scales differ). From Git Re-Basin: Merging Models modulo Permutation Symmetries [99].

Other research by Cheung et al., 2019, suggests that neural networks may be larger than their surface structure implies, with multiple models able to be converged into a single set of parameters via superposition theory. This approach allows for individual non-linear models to coexist, and facilitates compression by exploiting the mutual unrealized capacities of combined networks during training, without requiring network size reduction [101–103].

3.2.6. Prompt Injection

An emerging security concern with prompt-driven systems is the potential for it to present an attackable surface. Prompts may be reverse engineered or leaked, spoofed to appear as something they are not, or leveraged to provoke an unexpected output or system malfunction [104]. To mitigate this concern, inputs to a system should be sanitized for potential error or exploitation, and outputs monitored for potential reversibility.

3.2.7. Distributional Shift

Problems can arise in datasets because of temporal, geographic, or cultural shifts between an example and the annotator, or between past and present parameters [105]. Distributional shift can also occur when a model works well in its design environment, but biases or errors arise in an unfamiliar environment. Test-time training, which adapts a model to a new test distribution, may provide a safeguard.

3.2.8. Copyright Issues

Some of the most promising datasets for image generation and classification have been reported to contain content that may be copyrighted, as well as data scraped from various sources that may not permit such activity in their terms of service, allegedly including private medical records. Care should be taken during the training of models to ensure that ongoing legal and ethical compliance can be maintained [106,107].

3.3. RQ3—How to Streamline the User Experience to Reduce Cognitive Load and Training Requirements?

3.3.1. Annotation Completion

Large language models have been applied to programming, with technologies such as Github Co-Pilot, Codegen, CodeGeex, and Pangu-Coder [108–111] enabling prompt-based code completion and program synthesis. Comment prompts can be expanded to code that
fulfils the description, or explains its further explains its function in plain language [112]. Such techniques demonstrate the potential for annotation to be generated from prompts or examples, rather than mere interpolation. Language models can also be used to generate puzzles that provide training examples to improve models [113]. Augmented datasets generated using destroy and rebuild in-filling techniques have also been found to be viable [114].

3.3.2. Minimal Notation

Risko et al., 2013, enable users to quickly note interesting events in a stream with minimal cognitive load and disruption to the lecture. Compared to traditional note-taking, this point-based annotation process reduces cognitive demand and disruption to the lecture [115]. Research has also demonstrated that memory can be enhanced when information is encountered concurrently with a behaviorally relevant action, suggesting the possibility that the act of hitting the button during a lecture could help students encode the information they receive.

In recent years, deep learning techniques have driven the development of semi-automatic annotation and augmented search and curation methods. Multimodal abstraction models have provided new opportunities for content generation and curation, particularly using natural language prompts. These techniques can also be applied to illustration and simulation of scenarios, aiding prompt generation and iteration cycles.

3.3.3. Algorithmic Explication and Exegesis

Machine-driven annotations may also greatly improve efficiency. For example, it is quite straightforward to gain reasonably accurate speech to text directly through an API. This might assist recognition of the context of content, as well as increase accessibility. Semantic and instance-based segmentation techniques using convolutional networks are now able to segment scenes neatly and reliably into specific object zones, and then perform object recognition routines upon them [102,116,117]. Current research explores the potential for machine learning to uncover micro expressions in human and non-human faces [118–120]. Other technologies such as Eulerian Movement Magnification can amplify tiny movements, such as a heartbeat from information of no greater fidelity than a standard video feed [121]. The greater proportion of annotation can be reliably delegated to machines; the lesser the workload, the greater potential for uncovering extra layers of data or inferential leaps that are not otherwise practicable.

3.3.4. Brainstorming, Summarization, and Analogizing

These models can be applied to generate ideas through simple prompts such as abstract as “give me 10 ideas on x” [122,123].

It is now possible to generate hour-long videos from a few frames. Long-range coherence is a challenge even for modern language models with massive parameter counts. Harvey et al. demonstrate the generation of coherent, photo-realistic one hour and longer videos, seventy times longer than their longest training video [124]. Such examples could be applied to generate variations of outcome applied to various behavioral examples, for consequentialist variations. Generating virtual views of natural scenes from single image inputs is also feasible [125]. Other techniques can synthesize 3D models and depth maps from 2D imagery, which should aid in transposing from a real scene to a virtual simulacrum [126].

These models can summarize the main claims made by a scientific field, an author, or a school of thought, as well as to provide an analogy or a metaphor for something that is hard to explain. They can also make complex language simple, or conversely, take a rough description and construct formal text out of it [127–129].

Middleware, guides, and search engines are now emerging for prompts themselves through marketplaces for prompts designed to elicit useful or entertaining output from
large language model GPT-3 or text-to-image generators such as DALL-E 2 and Stable Diffusion. The providers envision the development of prompts that can one day generate entire feature films and long-form texts from targeted minimal inputs. Such monetization and marketplaces seem likely to incentivize innovation in this area [130–135]. New tools also facilitate the generation of prompts for existing content, enabling prompts to be elicited more easily [136]. Prompt aggregation techniques combine multiple imperfect prompts to elicit outputs more desirable than the sum of its parts. This method enables the open-source GPT-J-6B model to exceed the performance of the much larger few-shot GPT3-175B on several benchmarks [137]. Meanwhile, self-ask prompts improve language models ability to answer complex questions by breaking them down into simpler sub questions, thereby making it easier to integrate Google Search directly into an LM [138].

LLMs are also now being applied to robotic systems, powering interpretation of instructions [139], reasoning [140–142], planning [143–146], manipulation [147–151], and navigation [152–156] tasks embedded in the physical world. These mechanisms could be applied to a virtual scenario of a real, live location, enabling an embodied system to plan a navigation route (or several variations) prior to actualizing the plan in a physical environment. Waymo self-driving cars simulate the environment around them in such a manner to anticipate maneuvers in advance, which reduces the overhead in real-time data rendering, as most of the scenario is pre-calculated [157].

3.3.5. Prompt-Based Annotation

Prompt engineering is a technique of interfacing with sophisticated models via natural language or speech recognition. Prompts are pieces of text inserted into input examples, allowing the task to be formulated as a language modeling problem, simplifying machine learning processes. Prompt engineering is anticipated to become an important role within annotation as it can be used to direct segmentation and refine derived data. It creates an intuitive yet opaque interface for working [158–160]. Prompt engineering to summon agents and elicit outputs is probably the closest phenomena in our mundane world to fantasy fictional depictions of magic. It creates a powerful, intuitive, yet still somewhat obfuscated interface for working with machines. There is as much art as engineering in the development of effective prompts. Moreover, experimentation may derive phenomena never seen before, even in a familiar model, creating potential safety and security issues.

Fine-tuning pre-trained language models (LMs) with task-specific heads on downstream applications has become standard in NLP since BERT [161]. GPT-3 [162] introduced a new approach, leveraging natural-language prompts and task demonstrations as a context to interpret a wide range of tasks with only a few examples, without updating the underlying model. Its giant model size is an important factor for its success. This has led to the concept of prompt-based fine-tuning for parameter optimization, as a path towards better few-shot learners for small language models [161]. Standard Transformers can be trained from scratch to perform In-Context Learning, which enables new learning without updating parameters, using input-output pairs as examples, which may be positive, negative, or neutral. This technique can match or exceed dedicated algorithms. Prompts enable rapid prototyping of capabilities from a large language model using only a few lines of natural language [163,164], but may also create security and embarrassment risks if outrageous elicitations remain undiscovered for years [165]. Prompt-driven mechanisms have contributed towards a rapid advancement in generated media, as shown in Figure 3 [166].
Rather counterintuitively, simply setting a prompt of ‘I am an expert at x’ or ‘I’ve tested this function myself so I know that it’s correct’ can elicit significantly better performing outputs [167]. For image synthesis tasks, adding ‘Unreal Engine 5 render’, ‘trending on Artstation’, or ‘aquarelle’ in place of ‘watercolor’ also appears to improve outputs [168]. Anecdotally, embedding all examples as lines from a fictitious log file with timestamps, SHA1 hashes, copyright notices, etc. may enable GPT-3 to perform better than simple colon formatting in GPT-3, presumably as it interprets it as completing a “document” that could not conceivably contain errors [169,170]. Requesting a Chain of Reasoning in a prompt may also lead to more accurate answers or improved reasoning capabilities [171]. Experiments have also been undertaken in asking GPT-3 to generate prompts for DALL-E 2 [172]. The researcher Magnus Petersen has applied an evolutionary algorithm to evolve a random prompt population to become more aesthetic based upon human-rated feedback for various prompts. This mechanism generates seemingly gibberish prompts with outputs more aesthetically agreeable than humans would achieve unaided [173].

Models such as DALL-E 2 may create their own internal ‘languages’ to describe concepts, which could be used to access locked-down content [174]. BLOOM (BigScience Large Open-science Open-access Multilingual Language Model) is a multi-language model with 176 billion parameters and 366 billion tokens, supporting 46 natural languages and 13 programming languages, including 20 African languages [175]. Bilingual Chinese and English support have also been demonstrated [176]. Language Model Cascades is a probabilistic programming method for interacting with models [177], which could improve corrigibility. Experiments have been conducted to ask language models to take a perspective of a certain person or demographic, to improve friendliness and behavior [178,179], and it may be possible to emulate values distributions from human subgroups.

The Retrieval-Enhanced Transformer (RETSO) architecture can scale to trillions of tokens with $25\times$ fewer parameters than models of comparable performance. It is conditioned on document chunks retrieved from a large corpus based on local similarity with preceding tokens. RETSO combines a frozen BERT retriever, a differentiable encoder, and a chunked cross-attention mechanism, which in an ensemble enable token prediction with an order of magnitude with more data than is typically consumed during training. Retrofitting existing Transformers to gain enhanced retrieval capabilities is also supported [180].

Izacard et al., 2022, describe a few-shot learning mechanism using retrieval augmented language models, achieving state-of-the-art performance on NaturalQuestions, TriviaQA, FEVER, and 5 KILT tasks with an 11B-parameter model. This rivals models with up to fifty times more pretraining compute investment, such as PaLM [181]. Mixture-of-denoiser
objectives such as UL2/R can significantly improve scaling properties of large language models on downstream metrics, saving around 50% of compute time and moving forward on the scaling curve, enabling emergent capabilities [182]. Fine-tuning processes can also facilitate optimizations, such as GPT-2-0.7b, writing more preferable stories than GPT-NeoX-20b [183,184]. Machines and humans can assist in feedback generation processes, with models helping humans to find 50% more flaws in summaries than unassisted [185]. Researchers have also found a method for reducing “toxic” text generated by language models, using Generative Adversarial Network techniques [186]. Initially, these technologies have been restricted to text, but methods using multiple modalities of data are being introduced, such as the DALL·E series, which can generate visualizations from complex scene descriptions, and video diffusion models, which can generate high-resolution synthesized video content from a textual description [187].

The multimodality of models can be extended further by enabling interfaces between several multimodal models. It is possible through such a method to combine commonsense across domains, or to add further multimodal tasks such as zero-shot video Q&A or image captioning ad hoc with no finetuning required [141,188]. Further techniques optimize this, enabling equivalent performance with considerably fewer parameters in zero-shot settings [189]. Multimodality can be further enhanced using Multi-Label Classification (MLC) in datasets. MLC assigns multiple labels to an example with multiple classes or dependencies between them. Classifier chains (or trellises) cascade individual classifier predictions, taking note of inter-label dependencies to improve performance, although this may lead to increased learning errors and complexity if there are cyclical or recursive relationships between classes. Multi-label active learning can automate the curation of informative samples with a strong contribution to a correlated label space [190–192].

Language models can perform rudimentary forms of reasoning [193], as demonstrated by Google’s PaLM, which can explain novel jokes and generate counterfactual scenarios [194]. LaMDA and PaLM have shown improved reasoning capabilities by learning from chains of thought prompts generated with their own models [195–198]. The paper Large Language Models are Zero-Shot Reasoners highlights that simply adding “let’s think step by step” as a prompt prior to an output of an answer from GPT-3 increases the accuracy on the mathematical problem sets MultiArith and GSM8K from 17.7% to 78.7% and from 10.4% to 40.7%, respectively [199].

The paper “Least-to-Most Prompting Enables Complex Reasoning in Large Language Models” [200] shows how multi-step reasoning tasks can be solved with reoriented prompts, achieving 99.7% success on the SCAN benchmark, compared to ~16% with other prompting methods. This method reduces a complex problem into a list of subproblems, then sequentially solves them using answers to previously solved subproblems.

InstructGPT [57,201–203] uses human feedback to fine-tune outputs and improve corrigibility. Blender 3 [204] learns from public interactions via a chat interface. Favorable results have been obtained with only 100 samples of human-written feedback, fine-tuning a GPT-3 model to human-level summarization [205,206]. Models can also adopt cultural practices through observation alone, with no further feedback or training data [18,207]. CM3 [208] is trained on structured multimodal documents and can generate new images and captions, infill images or text, and disambiguate entities. FLAVA [209] is jointly trained to do over 35 tasks across domains, including image and text recognition, and joint text-image tasks.

GPT-3 enabled generalization from few datapoints without retraining [210], whereas DeepMind’s agents have learned to barter, adjust production and pricing, and discover arbitrage from scratch [211]. Techniques by Google enable observation and inference from human and animal behavior to develop skills for robotic agents [212]. However, Armstrong et al. (2019) argue that simple heuristics lacking normative references do not generalize effectively to modelling human behavior [213]. OpenAI has extended GPT-3 to perform web research, potentially improving reasoning capabilities and keeping models up to date [214], whereas DeepMind’s Gopher system has demonstrated improved focus on topics and
increased accuracy of answers compared to GPT-3 [215–217]. External repositories can be appended to Transformer models to extend attention length, with a retrieval mechanism using the same keys and queries trained by the attention layers enabling more sophisticated outputs comparable to a model five to ten times larger. Newly acquired information can be referenced immediately without updating the network weight matrices [218].

Evolution through Large Models leverages evolutionary algorithms to improve language models by bootstrapping competence [219]. Self-Supervised Learning has also been used to solve tasks with prediction error as an intrinsic reward [220]. Sorscher et al., 2022, at Meta proposed a scalable self-supervised dataset pruning metric, which may reduce resource costs of deep learning by altering the tradeoff between dataset size and increased training time [221]. This self-supervised pruning metric applies k-means clustering to calculate optimal pruning, which is contingent upon a dataset’s distance from the closest cluster centroid. The Stable Diffusion image generation model compressed over 100 TB of images into 4.2 GB [222], and 1.8 GB of baked imagery into 200 kB worth of neural networks expressed through fragment shaders [223].

Generative models can reconstruct an image from a seed and a prompt of key features, enabling efficient ‘compression’ when paired with a client reference model [224,225]. Extrapolation from shorter problem instances to solve more complex ones enables out-of-distribution generalization in reasoning tasks. Certain skills, such as length generalization, can be learned more effectively via in-context learning rather than fine tuning, even with infinite data [226]. Researchers suggest generalization can occur beyond language domains, into pure statistical patterns, perhaps akin to a universal grammar [227,228]. It is hypothesized that such a process assists with the learning of priors which can link between modalities, and that “within today’s gigantic and notoriously data-hungry language models is a sparser, far more efficient architecture trying to get out”.

3.4. RQ4—How to Augment User Contributions to Increase Their Impact?
3.4.1. Driving Engagement

Annotation is often a dull and uninspiring activity. This is generally tackled by providing a financial incentive, or by including annotation as a duty attached to graduate study. However, ideally annotation should have some intrinsic reward, akin to crafts such as scrapbooking. Examples such as Wikipedia demonstrate the feasibility of a model whereby people willingly contribute significant effort pro bono. There are several documented methods by which greater enjoyment of annotation activity may be cultivated [229].

Reminding annotators of the meaning behind the activity, and the beneficial outcomes which can be driven by it is especially valuable for datasets that are strongly directed in the interest of the public, marginalized groups, or a group to which the annotator feels affiliated. A sensation of contributing to the bigger picture can be enhanced by encountering traces of the activity of others, which one can improve it further, or observe how others have picked up where one left an activity. Ideally, those who contribute with an obsessive spirit should be noticeable, and inspire others to join in with a similar zeal. Pairing of users new to the system with experienced hands can assist not only with training and tips, but also by sharing their enthusiasm. An associated forum or associated chat group can also enhance bonding over shared activity.

Badges, accolades, and sustained activity streaks can foster progress and return visits. Social networks can be included for collective action and peer inspiration. Gamification should be used judiciously, as too much may cause social externalities and seem contrived. Gradual complexity increases can cultivate mastery, and the interface should be simple, intuitive, and support shortcuts and various input mechanisms. Harsh colors, sounds, and animations should be avoided, but this may vary based on use case and userbase [230–232].

3.4.2. Collaboration

The proliferation of digital technology is enabling distributed decision-making and sensemaking activities through democratic and inclusive processes. Crowdsourcing dataset
annotation has been successful, particularly for beneficial causes [233,234]. Crowd participation can reduce bias by providing a wider range of examples, leading to more representative datasets. Paying a globally diverse team to perform the entire annotation work is likely to be cost-prohibitive; thus, a large group of volunteers may be necessary. Small bounties may be offered to supplement annotations of underserved demographic or geographic regions, if deemed necessary.

3.4.3. Indirect Collaboration Efforts

Image boards such as 4chan [235] enable anonymous discussions, with users referring to themselves and others as ‘Anon’. Distinguishing individuals is difficult, as flags of nations (which may be spoofed) and eight-character references in a range of colors are used. This makes tracking user activities very challenging. Blocking of troublesome users is supported. There are advantages and disadvantages to this system. The lack of social repercussions provided by anonymity enables near absolute free speech and equality of participation. This leads to an emergent hive mind gestalt, as there are no egos to rally around. However, the same anonymity and lack of social repercussions can make discourse often brutally impolite.

Kojima Productions’ videogame Death Stranding has an asynchronous multiplayer aspect, the Social Strand System, where players can leave tools for others, donate resources to maintain them, and thank others with ‘likes’ through a timed button-pressing process [236]. Packages can be entrusted to other players to deliver, with like points being dispensed for fulfilling delivery. Interactions are pseudonymous, with only avatars and gaming handles visible. This form of multiplayer makes ‘griefing’ difficult, and encourages prosocial behavior through its incentives system, reinforcing the collective goal of survival. These examples highlight how anonymity in interactions can lead to both prosocial and antisocial outcomes.

An annotation system that combines the best elements of 4chan and Death Stranding styles of interaction should be well-positioned to
(a) Enable the free anonymous expression of annotations.
(b) Reward collaboration by likes.
(c) Provide broader meaning to the annotation experience, by understanding how one’s actions have assisted others.
(d) Entrust certain tasks to others for voluntary fulfilment to ensure completion.

3.4.4. Data Augmentation and Validation

Data Augmentation best practices can be applied to boost datasets, for example, flipping images/videos horizontally (flip), shifting hues (hue jitter), and cropping random sections (crop). ‘Less than one shot learning’ techniques [237] may also be incorporated for security and efficiency. Validation of the resulting datasets may be performed with a demonstration algorithm using a random sampled test set, with metrics such as mAP (Mean Average Precision) generated. Peer review may be used for further validation of results and technique, and Voxel51’s suite for uncovering annotation errors may also be employed (Voxel51 n.d.). Multimodal mechanisms can provide powerful new simulation techniques, generating complex 2D, 3D, and 4D (temporal 3D) scenes through media synthesis techniques [238], prompted on a simple natural language input.

Validation of multimodal datasets is more challenging because of their diversity, and transferable inferences must be reasonable and appropriate. Generative Adversarial Imputation Nets (GAIN) processes can be used to identify and restore lacunae in datasets, with a hint vector applied to the generator-discriminator learning loop to discern between imputed and observed examples [239]. Further research has reformed this iterative imputation paradigm to provide a generalized iterative imputation framework [240–244].

GPU-based computing has accelerated machine learning and cryptography. Tensor Processing Units and Graphcore’s Intelligence Processing Units (IPU) are likely to do the
same. Systolic arrays are more efficient than GPUs, mapping matrix–matrix multiplication directly to hardware and reusing parameters for training [245–247].

3.5. RQ5—How to Validate Coded Information as Being Reasonable and Appropriate?

3.5.1. Context

It is important that for behavioral examples to be used across the maximum number of regions and contexts, the example must not only contain a description of the behaviors analyzed but that the situational context of those actions is considered. This may include multimodal annotations that code for “cultural context” and a “social stress level” of the current area. Such a context may be provided by the coders themselves, providing an identification of nearby buildings (church, bank, school, residence, stadium), or through extraneous metadata, such as Internet Protocol address coordinates that correspond to a location. Social stress may be derived by factors such as affect or demeanor of third parties. Frameworks such as Behavioral Signal Processing could be employed to code displayed affect and activities in a more objective manner [248].

Datasets such as ActivityNet [12] contain examples of human actions, and annotators, human or machine, using a natural language explanation where appropriate, could supplement such datasets with further multimodal layers of annotation to provide extra context and nuance [249]. Examples created through these expansive annotation methods can enable machines to better categorize and recognize human behaviors, and as a seed for formal ethical analysis [250]. Output datasets can also be expanded in scope and nuance over time, as ImageNet or CIFAR have been, to continue to empower socially aware thinking machines with deeper nuance long into the future.

Machine intelligence systems have a high rate of false positive when attempting to interpret human behavior for prohibited activity, which presents challenges to inclusion and economic franchise [251–253]. One major reason for this is a lack of contextualization of behavior in reference to the characteristics of actor, situation, probable intention, or cultural expectations related to that activity.

Without enabling machine intelligence systems to gain a better understanding of the context of human action, it will be impossible to trust its impressions of human beings and their behavior, especially when such impressions may lead to unfair scoring, exclusion, or even scapegoating. Such a lack of contextual awareness is a significant factor contributing towards algorithmic injustice [254], especially as context may even be willfully misrepresented for political ends. A ‘contextual strawman’ bad faith framing may even be applied to uncharitably misattribute context and intention [255,256]. To provide restitution for this shortcoming, it is necessary to provide broad, rich, accurate, and representative examples of behaviors in cultural and situational contexts from many different groups, locations, and demographics all around the world, as many as possible.

The Delphi model and dataset by Jiang et al., 2021, presents a framework of deep neural nets trained to make predictions about descriptive ethical judgments, such as “is it good to put litter in a trash can?” [257]. The results were mixed, with an impressive ability to generalize to novel ethical situations, but also notable cases of disproportionate biases and capriciously bizarre judgments. The limitations of these methods induced public discussion as some unfortunate unexpected outputs surfaced, which seems to be an occupational hazard of research in this area [258].

Issues like this can only be debugged with the assistance of a large group of people providing diverse test inputs. The research remains an admirable attempt at inducing greater corrigibility in large models. It also opens new research questions and can potentially serve as a valuable component for an ensemble of other models attempting to mimic reasoning. Finally, this research provides a basis for future work with the release of the Commonsense Norm Bank, a corpus of 1.7 million examples of people’s ethical judgments on a broad spectrum of everyday situations [259,260].

A further method of improving Transformer corrigibility is described by Shlegeris et al., 2021 with their Talk to Filtered Transformer, a system that attempts to
detect if a given prompt is likely to result in an injurious outcome and avoid it with a variable threshold [261]. Individual tokens can be highlighted as being problematic, and filtered and unfiltered models can be compared directly to illustrate the more appropriate and prosocial output. The results are not perfect, but they are typically better than baseline, demonstrating promising potential in this area. The researchers state are conducting further experiments to distil the generated policy into a new generator model [262].

3.5.2. Contextual Analysis

The context of visual information can be mined through semantic segmentation and object recognition methods [263–265]. This can provide an automated impression of the scene and objects or actors within it. Ideally, such impressions should be flaggable, with human annotators to highlight errors or opportunities for improvement.

Techniques akin to those used in anti-plagiarism software can uncover linkages between textual examples. Document clustering can help to find examples of a similar style despite different topics. Documents can be automatically organized or filtered through this method. Named-Entity Recognition refers to technologies designed to extract information on actors and context surrounding the reference made to them, to draw linkages between different documents discussing the same person, organization, or event [266,267]. Platforms that facilitate Named-Entity Recognition such as GATE, OpenNLP, or SpaCy could be applied to uncover linkages between actors or geographies mentioned in raw data, or in annotations themselves [268–270].

3.5.3. Analogy Mapping

Contextual analyses will form an important element in finding examples that are cognate across cultures or other environmental distinctions. For example, an art gallery, a temple, and a cinema are all places where being noisy can disrupt the experience of others, despite the different purpose and intention between visiting the respective locations. In essence, analogy mapping seeks to ignore the environment but retain the meaning, and to find examples that match the same pattern.

Successfully mapping across examples should assist machine learning systems in making a reasonable guess about what to do in a situation where it lacks a direct example. It may also assist annotators by providing insights into nuances that they might otherwise overlook, as well as to plot the ways in which human preferences are often consistent across culture and geography.

3.5.4. Duplicate Monitoring

Many online databases have challenges with screening out duplicate (and near duplicate) information [271–273]. Duplicates can cause issues by making it harder to collate information into one place, as well as enabling a drift between different entries on the same topic. In machine learning implementations, a reduplication of examples could lead to biases such as overfitting [274–276].

Hashes could be made of examples selected for annotation, but this would only work for exact duplicate files. Segmentations of actors within the content and subsequent hashes, as well as a content matching algorithm typically used to detect copyright infringement, could be applied to help locate duplicate examples.

3.5.5. Annotator Feedback Applied to Pre-and Post-Annotation

With continual learning, interventions from a pool of human annotations can also be used to improve pre-annotation policy over time. Research into Interactive Fleet Learning (IFL) formalizes methods by which multiple automated processes can interactively query and learn from multiple human supervisors [277].

A feedback loop may also be developed by observing annotator behavior and attempting to mimic it. Inverse reinforcement learning techniques may be applied to mine annotator
behaviors in a range of contexts. These can then be reviewed by human intelligence to ascertain their veracity and appropriateness, further improving pre-annotation processes.

3.5.6. Annotation Failure Cases

The following section describes potential cases that could frustrate the ability of a collaborative online annotation system to accomplish its goals.

Interface too Cumbersome or Boring

The interface must be relatively easy to use, with minimal training, especially if the annotations are to be made by members of the public who are naïve to such systems. The user experience should itself be annotated, including plenty of tips and explanations, and avoid using iconography without clear labels. Ideally, the interface should have more complex functions nested out of immediate view to avoid overwhelming new users, or a Basic level and Advanced level of interface that can be switched on the fly. It should be made to further functions being available in the more advanced option as well.

It is crucial that the onboarding process should be as simple as possible, with images or animations showing the process, and a walkthrough of a sample annotation, and when that is finished, a suggestion to try out on a simple yet real example. If or when completed, there should be a clear sense of intrinsic reward such as animated fireworks, and a reminder of the broader intentions that they have just made a meaningful contribution towards.

Lack of Engagement, Progress, or Meaning

It is important that users of an annotation system perceive some nature of reward in their efforts, especially if no monetary stipend is provided for their participation. Non-financial reward could include a thank you message for each annotation, perhaps with a quote related to unsung heroes. A special thank you note should be transmitted upon reaching milestones, such as 100 annotations, or 10 in a new area. Prolific users of consistent quality could be featured as an example to others, but only if they opt-in to do so. Elements of gamification may have value here, such as leaderboards, trophies, length of service badges, and achievement collections.

Lack of Consensus, or Conversely, Groupthink

Diversity of responses can add richness, but it can also make it challenging to cluster effectively, or to coordinate action. The principles of gathering wisdom from a broad church must be balanced with the need to obtain information in an actionable format.

Vandalism

Vandalism is a potential issue in online collaborative communities [278,279]. To manage it, repositories such as Wikipedia have implemented mechanisms such as lockdown of public edits to sensitive topics and a ‘karma’ system, whereby peers rate edits for usefulness. Karma systems are used on Reddit and Wikipedia and are increasingly being rolled out as a peer-moderating system. YouTube enables upvoting of content but not downvoting. To prevent bad faith annotations, statistical analyses are performed to identify suspicious entries, which are then subject to more rigorous validation processes. Entries are cross-checked by self-disclosed members of similar demographics to ensure they fit within the expectations of the culture.

Polarization and Community Conflict

There is a risk of online communities experiencing in-fighting because of factionalism stemming from polarizing social issues, especially controversial ones that relate to certain ideologies, ethnic, religious, or national affiliations. Such polarization is increasingly common in both online and offline communities around the globe, which has been speculated to relate to social media and algorithmic selection for engagement, with controversy being a strong predictor of engagement, albeit often negative.
If an annotation system supports discussion of content and approaches to the annotation of that content, it should be kept focused to the content itself, rather than easily accessible to the wider community. Discourse that appears to be abusive or unnecessarily disruptive should be reportable for moderation, to ascertain if it appears to have been made in bad faith. Partisan language could be flagged, to suggest more neutral alternatives. A karma system may also help to screen out unwelcome comments.

Unintended Consequences of Bounties

Bounties run a potential risk of creating unintended consequences if not offered in a way that is limited. For example, people may attempt to fulfil the bounties in a technically correct manner, but in a way that is not particularly useful or interesting, simply fulfilling perverse incentives as a means to an end.

3.6. RQ6—How to Pre-Process Data or to Permit Pre-Annotation?

3.6.1. Pre-Annotation

Pre-annotation techniques can streamline the workflow for human annotators by allowing a machine learning system to make educated guesses before verification or amendment [280]. Multimodal Abstraction Models (Transformer/Foundation models) can be used to pre-annotate content using automated methods, which can then be verified and enhanced by humans. If computational resources are available, it may be time and cost efficient to apply as much machine learning tech as possible, provided bias is avoided [281]. Logging feedback on the effectiveness of pre-annotation and necessary corrections can help improve the pre-annotation mechanisms [282]. Hierarchical policy agents (e.g., Director, Manager, or Worker) may be used to model a range of human annotators and their behavior [283]. Masked Siamese Networks, which apply random patches to images to be recognized, can make self-supervised learning for image representations more efficient [284].

3.6.2. Post-Annotation Validation

Recent advances in code-completion using language models suggest the possibility of annotation completion to clean up inputs and draw extrapolation [285]. Transformer models can validate inputs to ensure they are in the correct category [286]. Open AI created an AI system that can critique a short story summary in minutes [185], whereas Meta demonstrated a model capable of verifying citations [287]. These examples suggest the potential for machine-generated validation processes to screen for vandalism or misattribution errors in the annotation process. However, research indicates that Large Language Models have an internal appraisal of their competences in different domains, which could be applied to provide greater oversight for machine-generated validation in areas of lower confidence [288]. Multimodal abstraction networks are attempting to emulate natural processes of human annotation, and self-validation and self-modelling technologies may be able to guess where errors have been made [144,289].

The curation of examples for datasets can be augmented significantly. Lee et al. (2021) present an automatic approach, which optimizes mutual information between audio and visual channels in videos to select the richest examples for training or annotation. This provides an automated pipeline for dataset generation, including quality grading. This resulted in ACAV100 M (Automatically Curated Audio-Visual dataset, with One Hundred Million examples), which was created from 140 million full-length videos. The curation was necessary because of overdubbing in many online learning materials, which would have been infeasible for human annotators. The findings show that models pre-trained on the automatically curated datasets outperform prior examples, reducing cost and improving accuracy [290].
3.6.3. Personal Tuning through Prompt Engineering

Federated learning enables machine learning models to be trained in a distributed manner on encrypted local datasets, despite the associated costs and technical challenges [291]. This has been applied in healthcare, where it is easier to train distributed models than to port sensitive data between institutions and countries. Such approaches could also enable secure training of models on locally curated sets of behavioral examples. Multimodal abstraction models can apply prompt generation techniques to rapidly refine outputs from a fixed model, thus allowing personalization of desirable examples in ways not previously possible because of complex annotation requirements and individualized models.

3.6.4. Scenario Generation

Scenario generation techniques can be used to create variations of existing datasets synthetically [52], and as a mechanism for generative self-improvement, whereby a discriminator function compares dataset examples to generated examples to improve learning [292]. Physics-based Human Motion Estimation and Synthesis from Videos describes transposition of behavior from a source to a target, which could be used for scenario generation, as well as privacy protection [293]. GAN-based Stitch it in Time enables manipulation of animated content based on simple prompts [294], and SenseTime’s SHHQ dataset has been used to generate photorealistic avatars in 2D space, with a focus on unusual angles applied to aiding robustness of interpretation [295].

Scenario generation techniques can be applied for fine-tuning purposes, for example by presenting a variety of examples and asking an annotator to label them as preferable [54,296]. This can improve the zero-shot learning abilities of language models, enabling greater generalizability [297]. Visually-Augmented Language Modeling (VALM) pairs image content with text, outperforming a text-only baseline with substantial gains of +8.66% and +37.81% accuracy on object color and size reasoning [298]. Generating Long Videos of Dynamic Scenes presents a video generation model that accurately reproduces object motion, changes in camera viewpoint, and new content [299]. Transframer is a general-purpose generative framework for image and video tasks, including video prediction, view synthesis, depth estimation, instance segmentation, optical flow, and object detection [300]. Outpainting expands an image beyond its original borders in the same style using a natural language description, with implications in scenario generation [301]. Poetic works in the Chinese language have been visualized using painting techniques [302]. Text-to-video techniques such as Phenaki are expected to advance rapidly [303], with the diversity of video generation outputs matching the prodigious level of the image models it is inspired by [304].

Synthetic Futuring techniques provide a mechanism to seed scenario generation by imagining a description of the world state [305]. Scenario generation techniques can increase model robustness, e.g., the VALHALLA model, which uses visualization to ground semantics and improve translation [306]. Aher et al., 2022, describe the use of Large Language Models to simulate human responses in psychological contexts, potentially improving corrigibility and understanding of human behavior [179]. Rahtz et al., 2021, present ReQueST, a neural simulator that learns from safe human trajectories to generate optimized trajectories for feedback, reducing unsafe behavior in complex 3D environments and first-person tasks [307]. Axenie et al., 2022, introduce a fuzzy modelling and inference method for calibrating driver behavior recognition models, parameterizing car-following and lane-change behaviors into classes, and automatically labelling parameters to emulate driving styles [308].

Similar modelling of behavior is achieved by Baker et al., 2022, who developed VideoPreTraining, a model for sequential decision domains capable of learning to emulate human player behavior in Minecraft from unlabeled online videos. This semi-supervised imitation learning system enables agents to learn to act with a small amount of labeled data. An inverse dynamics model was trained to label a large repository, from which general behavioral priors can be learned, and the model has zero-shot capabilities and can be fine-tuned.
with imitation and reinforcement learning. It is robust for complex exploration tasks and achieves parity with human performance in many task areas [309,310]. Su et al. (2022) proposed Selective Annotation techniques to create datasets through LLMs. A graph-based selective annotation process, vote-k, selects a subset of diverse and representative samples, resulting in a 12% improvement in performance with 10–100× fewer annotations. The method is compatible with models of different sizes and with domain shifts between the training and test data [311].

Synthetic data generation is valuable for privacy-sensitive applications such as healthcare, and can be evaluated for quality using domain- and model-agnostic metrics for fidelity, diversity, and generalizability [312]. It is also used to increase the volume of image data for training Convolutional Neural Networks, and for data enrichment, domain adaptation, and model fairness. Synthetic data alone has been demonstrated to be sufficient for facial analysis, with a procedurally generated 3D face model combined with a library of hand-crafted assets to render realistic training images [313]. This method increases the potential diversity of examples, helping to ensure facial analysis tasks respect a rich diversity of physiognomy.

Kubric is an open-source Python framework that interfaces with PyBullet and Blender to generate photo-realistic scenes with rich annotations, scaling to distributed compute clusters and large repositories [314]. However, media synthesis techniques should be used with caution, as they can create false canons that undermine epistemic hygiene [315]. Hao et al., 2021 demonstrate how a basic input environment (and actors within it) can be used to generate iterative improvements for a demonstrative scenario, as shown in Figure 4 [316].

![Figure 4. An example crude voxel input with generative photorealistic output from GANcraft.](image)

Methods for generating 3D mesh objects, scenes, and texturing from a prompt have been developed, such as Clip-Forge, Clip-Mesh, DreamFusion and GET3D, which produce high-fidelity objects from a textual prompt. This is achieved by using a pretrained 2D text-to-image diffusion model to optimize a parametric image generator [317–320]. CommonSim enables the generation of 3D assets from video, as well as video from 3D assets, and associated detection, segmentation, and auto-labeled synthetic data tools [321].

3.7. **RQ7—How Can Transformer-Type Technologies Be Applied to Annotation?**

Since 2012, convolutional neural networks have improved machine understanding of visual content. Recent advances have increased their robustness for automatic annotation processes, typically involving large networks or ensemble models [322–325]. Transformer-type technologies, also known as Large Language Models, Foundation Models [24], Meta Learners, Pre-Trained, or Self-Supervised models, are increasingly performing the tasks of narrow, dedicated networks with greater flexibility, particularly in text [23]. These models are trained on raw data (e.g., text, images, sounds) and transposed into tokens with associated IDs, which can be adapted to a range of tasks using prompts to stimulate and refine a response [326–328]. Many tech companies have their own architectural implementations, as shown in Table 4 [329].
Together, these techniques provide the means to rapidly reconfigure the behavior or outputs of machine intelligence through positive and negative examples, as shown in Figure 5 [333].

Transformers are enabling the convergence of AI subfields, leading to a new machine learning paradigm of large models [334]. These models are more reliable, and the number of problems solved scales with the model size, which in line with the Scaling Hypothesis [335,336]. Research has been undertaken to improve predictions of utility from increased scales [337]. Dialog with a human can double the number of problems solved [338]. The Minerva language model can answer mathematical questions using natural language reasoning, and Faithful Reasoning Using Large Language Models demonstrate multi-step logical deduction and scientific question-answering [339,340]. Few-shot classification enables a model to learn new classes with few examples [341]. Drori et al., 2022, present a model that solves, explains, and generates university math problems, on par with human domain expert performance. This may soon be applied to automated course evaluation and content generation.

![Figure 5](image-url). Examples of a prompt generation sequence for a Large Language Model. Adapted from Prompt Generation documentation by Cohere [338].

Su et al., 2022, present an in-context learning approach for selective annotation, which enables the creation of datasets for new NLP tasks by selecting specific data for annotation instead of random samples. This method, called vote-k, selects diverse and representative...
examples for annotation, resulting in an order of magnitude annotation efficiency [311]. Triantafillou et al. (2020) introduce the Meta-Dataset, a large-scale collection of diverse datasets to improve generalization and quantify the benefit of meta-learning during few-shot learning [342]. OpenAI’s DALL-E model [343] can generate images from textual prompts, perform edits to images using language, and synthesize examples to create richer sets of data. This provides an opportunity for humans to critique synthesized outputs for ethical corrigibility and has been demonstrated as an input for training gait-detection systems [344]. Transformer models can be tuned for efficiency and Zero-Shot Learning, suggesting that a dataset containing human values could be abstracted to locate an optimal ethical course of action with few cultural and situational prompts [343].

Recent research suggests that Transformer models can be targeted to a chosen set of values (Solaiman and Dennison, 2021). This was demonstrated by creating a small dataset of behavior that reflects those values as a prompt, resulting in significant adjustment of the model’s behavior. Better results were obtained with larger models. Annotating behavioral datasets with rich, nuanced annotations from a broad range of annotators with varying cultural perspectives [345] can be used to generate abstractions within a larger dataset with a global set of values, thus drawing targeted outputs while preserving a large pool of data for inference.

3.7.1. Diffusion Models

DALL-E is a diffusion model, a sub-type of Transformer inspired by non-equilibrium thermodynamics. It adds random noise to data and learns to reverse the process, constructing desired data samples from the noise with a prompt, such as a scene description, segmentation, or an image. This enables operations such as image inpainting, object removal, scene transformations, and semantic image synthesis [346,347]. Diffusion models employ a numerical solver or StyleGAN to control the reconstruction process [348]. This makes them more effective than Generative Adversarial Networks as they can transform any space into any other space. They also enable operations to be performed directly on the latent space representation of the image, which is much smaller than the image itself [349–351]. Diffusion models are more efficient than previous proposals and seem to violate the 2nd law of thermodynamics [352]. Composable Diffusion models refine prompts by taking the probable intended order of elements into account and associating adjectives or other parameters with particular elements in a context-sensitive manner [353].

3.7.2. Towards Generalizable Machine Intelligence

The increasing capability of Transformer models, with more tokens and parameters, suggests they may provide a path to generalizable intelligence. This could enable one model (or ensemble) to respond meaningfully to a wide variety of tasks, with implications for automation and simple oversight mechanisms. For example, You.com’s ‘YouWrite’ service, powered by OpenAI’s GPT-3, demonstrates how AI systems can replace prior technology stacks [354].

OpenAI’s Gato model is a multi-modal, multi-task, multi-embodiment generalist policy, capable of playing Atari, captioning images, chatting, and more. Trends show that with more parameters, performance increases, suggesting current techniques may suffice to achieve human-level performance on all sample tasks with sufficient scale [355].

Gato shows that even small, unoptimized language models can serve as generalists. Tokenizing different tasks from different modalities and having them work is counterintuitively simple and effective. At the time of writing, the largest Gato agent was 1.18 billion parameters, with a context window of 1024 tokens, compared to GPT3’s 2048.

This effectiveness may be related to Sutton’s ‘The Bitter Lesson’, which suggests that simple techniques can be effective with enough compute/scale [356–364]. Multi-Game Transformers further demonstrates this, with a single Transformer-based model capable of playing up to 46 Atari games simultaneously at close-to-human performance, and a single agent achieving 126% human performance. This is accompanied by rapid finetuning to
never-before-seen games with little data, a power-law relationship between performance and model size, and faster training progress for larger models [365, 366]. Many different systems can be described as ‘games’, such as economic, social, biological, or even physical systems. An ability to master a variety of game styles may reflect a trend towards a generalized ability to understand and optimize various systems and rulesets [367].

Large language models are being used to enable natural language requests to robots in physical environments, e.g., “Please clean up the mess on Table 3” [143]. This raises questions about the value of annotation systems, as generalist models may replace specialized models and ensembles. Google’s GLaM (1.2 trillion parameters, 7× GPT-3) requires 1/3rd the energy of GPT-3, using a Mixture of Experts model [368], and OPT-3 (same parameters as GPT-3) requires 7× less energy [369]. Cost may remain a factor, but optimizations and efficiency gains are expected to reduce prices [370]. For example, the ImageNet training cost decreased by ~200× over 4 years [371], and 8-bit floating point optimizations with approximate accuracy of 16-bit ones and posits (processor-oriented optimizations) are also expected to preserve computing resources [372, 373]. Training large language models for less than USD 500 k is now feasible [374].

Certain studies [375] suggest the potential for efficiency gains in hyperparameter tuning of large models. Approximate computing and neuron reuse have also been proposed as optimization methods [376, 377]. Kirstain et al. (2021) demonstrate that a few hundred more labelled examples can produce models equivalent to billions of extra parameters, and that open-ended tasks are more amenable to transfer learning with fewer examples [378]. Schick and Schütze (2020, 2021) introduce Pattern-Exploiting Training, a semi-supervised method that reformulates example inputs as Cloze Questions, outperforming GPT-3 with 223 million parameters instead of 175 billion [379].

Multimodal abstraction models are likely to become increasingly efficient, reducing the costs and complexity of implementations, and enabling larger models to be trained with equivalent computational resources, similar to Deep Learning. A colossal 2 trillion tokens can achieve equivalent performance with 25× fewer parameters, suggesting a high ratio of tokens to parameters may be optimal [181]. Data is the active constraint on language modeling performance, and returns to additional data are immense compared to additional model size [13, 380]. BEiT-3 is a general-purpose multimodal foundation model which achieves state-of-the-art transfer performance on vision and vision-language tasks, featuring a Multiway Transformer design for deep fusion and modality-specific encoding [381].

Engineers can adjust priorities to optimize results given available computing resources [382–384]. Neuro-symbolic language models may improve reasoning capabilities by combining language models with expert systems [385]. Ventures such as Adept are training neural networks to use models, tools, APIs, and knowledge bases [386]. Hugging Face has made it easier to embed models into workflows [387], whereas Meta’s OPT-3 democratizes access to Transformer technologies [388]. There are economic incentives against limiting AI development to simple tools without reinforcement mechanisms [389], but this presents unintended consequences, such as potential social engineering attacks [390]. Models can translate natural language mathematical statements into formal specifications, learning general and transferable knowledge [391]. Chain of thought reasoning decomposes complex problems into intermediate steps, but appears to be an emergent property of model scale (100 billion parameters) [196]. The paper “Towards artificial general intelligence via a multimodal foundation model” demonstrates a path to generalizable forms of intelligence, harnessing learning across multimodal sources [392].

Task-Agnostic Continual Reinforcement Learning (CRL) equips agents with partial observability, enabling them to gain knowledge from the real world [393]. The MineDojo project uses a benchmarking suite of thousands of open-ended and language-prompted tasks related to the game Minecraft to create an agent capable of generalizing across many sources of information [394]. It is unclear whether scaling of models leads to actual reasoning capabilities or simply something that resembles it [395–397]. In 2020, 72 AGI
projects were underway [398], and the community predicted AGI would arrive in 2042. However, at the time of writing, this prediction has been revised to 2027 [355,399]. Models such as SuperGLUE have surpassed typical human capabilities [400], whereas AI-enabling chips are being designed and optimized using machine intelligence [401]. Complex models can offer more accurate predictions than commonly realized [402]. Previous estimations of future capability have been under-optimistic, with estimates of future MATH and Massive Multitask benchmarks capability being achieved within 9 months, exceeding the 95th percentile prediction. These developments demonstrate the difficulty of predicting future capability, with disruptive developments arriving rapidly.

Rushing to develop and deploy larger models may create a lack of incentive in consideration of risks and consequences [403]. Calls for greater oversight of such models have been made because of their potential misuse [404]. AGI presents challenges, as alignment efforts must generalize across a broad distributional shift [405]. Language agents have already shown the capacity for deception and manipulation [406], whereas ICE and AGENT benchmarks can aid in understanding and benchmarking of models [407,408]. The Happy Faces benchmark provides a ‘sanity check’ [409], and misspecification, objectionable content, manipulation of feedback, and exploitation by trolls are potential alignment failures [410,411].

One answer to this may be models such as the chatbot Sparrow by Glaese et al., 2022, trained on Chinchilla, as a knowledge delivery system powered by internet searches. It incorporates human feedback into reinforcement mechanisms to interpret ambiguous questions and identify reliable sources, as well as improve corrigibility by learning which topics and answers are inappropriate. To ensure safety, the researchers established 23 rules, such as not offering medical or financial advice, making a threatening statement, claiming to be human, making generalizations, or claiming to have preferences, feelings, opinions, or religious beliefs [412].

3.7.3. Generalizable Training Data

Complex multimodal datasets are increasingly being deployed to power AI models. Chinese researchers developed Zero, a dataset and evaluation suite consisting of 23-million image-text pairs, and five downstream datasets for evaluating Chinese vision-text models [413]. Physically accurate 3D synthetic data generation can expand multimodal datasets and provide guaranteed segmentation of objects [291,414]. Starke et al., 2019, proposed a deep auto-regressive framework for modeling multi-modal scene interaction behaviors [415], whereas other experiments have equipped Large Language Models with physics knowledge [416]. Optimization functions can enable models to generalize from a small set of observations [417]. MRKL is a neuro-symbolic system that combines a large generative model with symbolic layers, though it is unclear whether these extrinsic enhancements will become redundant with increased model scale and capabilities [418]. Generalizable concepts can be inferred from as few as 16 examples [419], and abstraction between examples by way of analogy can be performed [420–422].

Wang et al., 2021, describe a process of encoding for both explicitly and implicitly trained knowledge into models, and how a blend of implicit and explicit knowledge can enhance the understanding of tasks and associated context. They demonstrate kernel space alignment, prediction refinement, and multi-task learning in a convolutional neural network [423].

Further research has demonstrated the feasibility of editing trained facts within language models post-hoc by modifying feed-forward weights to update specific factual associations using Rank-One Model Editing (ROME). This presents a possibility for auditing and improved algorithmic accountability, but also potential security risks [424]. Further research has explored negative prompt weights, whereby a user steers the AI system to generate the opposite of whatever is specified in the prompt. This can produce unpredictable and potentially disturbing phenomena [425].
Many further methods have been developed to attempt to amplify the power of smaller datasets, including: [426]

- Pre-training and fine-tuning a powerful task-agnostic model on a large unsupervised data and then fine-tuning it on the downstream task with a small set of labeled samples.
- Semi-supervised learning from the labelled and unlabeled samples together.
- Active learning: learns to select most valuable unlabeled samples to be collected next and helps us act smartly with a limited budget.
- Pre-training and dataset auto-generation with a capable pre-trained model, utilized to auto-generate further labeled samples. This approach has been especially popular within the language domain, driven by the success of few-shot learning.

4. Gaps and Opportunities for Further Research

After an analysis to compare and contrast the present literature, it becomes clear that there are several opportunities to greatly improve the efficiency and intrinsic rewards of annotation through automation and other augmentations.

One method of reducing the need for labelling is to exploit a set of largely unlabeled data, with the addition of a few labelled examples. This semi-supervised approach can benefit from using the structure within unlabeled data as an aid to improving classification. However, it still requires a decision (presumably from human intelligence, though not necessarily) as to which examples to label. An integration of semi-supervised and active learning techniques hold promise for the future. Since 2019 or so, new techniques have emerged that enable fully automatic annotation augmentation methods. Recent research highlights that Large Language Models can function as Zero Shot Learners [297].

Prompt-driven annotation is an emerging paradigm of annotation, one that seems likely to rapidly supplant previous methods because of its major advantages in cost and expediency. The concept of prompt-driven annotation is an emerging paradigm of annotation, one that seems likely to rapidly supplant previous methods because of its major advantages in cost and expediency in many domains, even including control of embodied or robotic systems and navigation of physical environments [139,140,151,152]. Prompt-driven mechanisms can also produce forms of reasoning capability through techniques such as chain-of-reasoning [196,198].

Recent developments in Brain Computer Interfaces demonstrate the feasibility of editing images using inputs gained via electroencephalography (EEG) paired with Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN). This suggests that neuro annotation at the speed of thought may also be feasible in the future [427].

Scalability of data storage and retrieval may present issues if a rigorous ACID data methodology is applied. For most purposes, a BASE data methodology enabling eventual consistency should be sufficient [428].

Synthetic data can also augment existing data, creating new interstitial examples. However, researchers have also considered whether models might provide poorer performance if data significantly generated by machines (though not labelled as such) ends up becoming recursively embedded within future models [429].

For particularly subjective topics of annotation such as values, annotators should ideally be able to select a subset of norms that approximates their own, and then to perform fine tuning upon it to get closer to specifying which potential boundary violations are a strongly dis-preferred by that individual [430]. Zero Shot techniques can be applied to automatic annotation using synthetic data as a training mechanism, which may be more comfortable for annotators than working with real data [431].

Synthetic data attempts to mimic the parameters of real data and is created (often programmatically) rather than gathered [52,313,344,414]. Synthetic data is often sufficient for the purpose of training models, and indeed is even found in nature where the retinas of baby mice are filled with spontaneous neural activity that simulates the optical flow pattern associated with forward self-motion [432]. Data augmentation through Zero Shot
synthetic techniques shows tremendous promise in reducing the amount of human input necessary to generate viable datasets, if they can be validated successfully [313]. Human attention can instead be refocused towards validation and verification, fine-tuning, and prompt iterations. Synthetic techniques are especially useful where there is a paucity of real-life data to work with, or where real data may be very sensitive (such as in a use-case of training a classifier to locate Child Sexual Exploitation/Abuse Materials). Researchers at Microsoft have demonstrated that it is feasible to perform machine vision in the wild using synthetic data alone, which can both match real data in accuracy as well as provide new approaches where manual labelling would be impossible. Jack Clark, co-Founder of Anthropic, remarked on this research “For a long time, AI had two big resources: data and compute. Projects like this show that ‘data’ is really just ‘compute’ in a trench coat—[researchers] can use computers to generate vast amounts of data, changing the economics of AI development.” [433].

5. Final Considerations

This paper has distilled over two hundred samples to explore the state-of-the-art in the annotation of behavior. Several conclusions can be inferred from the pattern of emerging techniques, which present an opportunity to transform the assumed limitations of the domain.

This is significantly driven by developments in prompt-driven Foundation models, such as Transformers and Diffusion Models, which can interpret simple natural language requested into sophisticated outputs, enabling even a layperson to meaningfully apply machine intelligence to a very wide range of tasks [138,140,153].

Foundation Models will continue to outperform dedicated machine learning models such as Convolutional Neural Networks, providing greater flexibility, though potentially at a larger training cost [434]. Some of these machine learning approaches appear to be able to perform adequately with a much smaller quantity of examples, and all seem to perform exceptionally well with deep and rich datasets to train upon. Indeed, the quantity of examples appears to be a limiting factor in many present models.

However, although deep learning highlighted the value of scale of data, multimodal prompt-driven Foundation Models also highlight the value of added context and nuance to data built through cross-correlations between modalities of data. These models present a newfound capability to interpret a wide variety of multimodal data sources [13,25,62,74,83,86]. This enables a more complex and contextually nuanced interpretation of data. Flavor and complexity represent a larger component of the overall value of data.

These developments necessitate the development of new techniques to develop rich multimodal datasets and the multimodal annotation tools to create them. Building on the findings from this research, the following landscape of the future can be projected. There is a clear pattern towards the use of sophisticated semi-automatic and automatic methods annotation methods, which can greatly reduce cost and cognitive loads of coders, rendering them obsolete. Unsupervised learning techniques can handle unstructured data, and these enable very powerful automated annotation methods, comparable to human-level performance, or perhaps even exceeding it [39,352]. Multimodal techniques that provide automated annotation upon many different interlinked data classes will enable much more sophisticated and layered annotations [426]. The multimodality of models will enable inferences across many spheres of knowledge and context, as well as complicated multivariate datasets (or dataset catalogues) that can provide rich awareness of similar situations from differing perspectives [18,74,207,394].

The more that annotation can be reliably delegated to machines, the lesser the human workload, and the greater potential for uncovering extra layers of data or inferential leaps that are too ineffable to pinpoint directly. Such efforts are particularly applicable for multimodal models given their complexity and ability to encode further nuance [15,25].
Synthetic data will become more necessary to create large and diverse datasets and will involve a switch towards synthetic data validated by human prompts, rather than humans doing the annotation, except in edge cases \([52,313]\). These methods require as little as 3% of the effort of prior techniques. However, it remains to be seen what limitations or trade-offs these approaches may possess. With sufficient computational power, human annotation itself may be capable of emulation, with reasonable accuracy \([344,414]\). This may create a new paradigm of human curation and fine-tuning of annotations generated entirely by machine.

Synthesis methods will also be applied to the generation of scenarios and scenes in a data-driven manner, which may sidestep the need for annotation altogether. Labels can be produced in an automated manner, and given to humans to validate and improve, or analyzed through a product of experts to discern the probability of the generated label being accurate, in essence, emulating the response that a human annotator could have provided \([292–316]\).

In the background to these rapid developments is an acceleration of AI capabilities that is likely to cause increasing alarm, especially as the public becomes more aware of the astonishing rate of progress that has been made in the past few years. This is likely to result in increased attempts to engage with the public. Offering social annotation in the forms of peer dataset auditing and curation may also provide possibilities for the wider public to alleviate concerns through sublimating them into a productive and meaningful activity. The sophisticated annotation techniques made feasible by prompt-driven mechanisms will permit even untrained people to participate in annotation, simply using a natural language prompt mechanism.

The limiting factor in AI is shifting from a lack of capability to a lack of trustworthiness, i.e., “yes, this model can easily do x, but can we safely deploy it to do so reliably, factually, and without causing scandal?” A perceived need for AI to be aligned with human intentions and wishes may will increase the requirement for refined training examples. Sophisticated multimodal examples of behaviors that encode norms and values within a broad set of cultures and situations may provide a solution for this, if datasets can be cultivated that are sufficiently rich with regard to the diversity of human values.

It seems clear that the requirement for complex multimodal datasets is greater than ever. However, new prompt-based annotation, zero-shot learning techniques, synthetic data, and cross-correlation of understanding across data types can be expected to rise to this challenge.

This study should help to provide resolution to the questions of how to create larger, more nuanced sets of multimodal data suitable for interface with the latest foundation models. This research highlights how Foundation Models are not only eclipsing every other domain of deep learning in capability, but are also involved in the process of rewriting the paradigm of annotation, especially for complex multivariate phenomena such as behavior, or the values encoded within it.

However, questions remain about which combination of the aforementioned elements may be most ideal in an augmented multimodal behavioral annotation pipeline. Further analysis of which elements should be included in a comprehensive behavioral annotation framework will be released in a forthcoming paper by the authors.
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